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ABSTRACT

HIGH-STRAIN-RATE DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF ALUMINUM 6061 MICROPARTICLES AT ELEVATED TEMPERATURES AND VARYING OXIDE THICKNESSES OF SUBSTRATE SURFACE

MAY 2018

CARMINE S. TAGLIENTI,
B.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by: Professor Jae-Hwang Lee

Cold spray is a unique additive manufacturing process, where a large number of ductile metal micro particles are deposited to create new surface coatings or free-standing structures. Metallic particles are accelerated through a gas stream, reaching velocities of over 1 km/s. Accelerated particles experience a high-strain-rate microscopic ballistic collisions against a target substrate. Large amounts of kinetic energy results in extreme plastic deformation of the particles and substrate. Though the cold spray process has been in use for decades, the extreme material science behind the deformation of particles has not been well understood due to experimental difficulties arising from the succinct spatial (10 µm) and temporal scales (10 ns).

In this study, using a recently developed micro-ballistic method, the advanced laser induced projectile impact test (α-LIPIT), the dynamic behavior of micro-particles during the collision is precisely defined. We observe single aluminum 6061 alloy particles, approximately 20 µm in diameter, impact and rebound off of a rigid target surface over a broad range of impact speeds, temperatures, and substrate oxide film thicknesses. Through observation of the collisions, we extract characteristic information
of the dynamic response of particles as well as the relationship with various parameters (e.g. surrounding temperature, particle diameter, oxide thickness, and impact velocity).

By impacting a polished aluminum 6061 alloy substrate we are able to mimic the collision events that occur during cold spray deposition. The connection between the temperature increase and the oxide thickness plays a role in theorizing the cause of unexpected phenomena, such as increased rebound energies at higher temperatures. Highly-controlled single particle impacts results, are provided to calibrate and improve computational simulations as well. This, in turn, can provide insight into the underlying material science behind the cold spray process.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Cold Spray Process

Additive manufacturing techniques have been an area of great interest to industry and researchers alike. The use of metals in additive manufacturing has proven to be challenging since only a few methods are able to substantiate results, such as selective laser or electron beam melting. The solid-state deposition technique, titled cold spray (CS), utilizes supersonic impacts of micro particles (10-100 µm in diameter) to build up coatings and/or free-standing structures. The high velocity impact results in severe plastic deformation and bonding of the particle to the substrate and/or previously deposited particles. An advantage of CS is that deposition and bonding is achieved over short interaction times at temperatures lower than materials’ melting point. At comparatively low temperatures, CS is able to avoid the consequences of high temperature material modification including oxidation, residual thermal stresses, and unfavorable structural changes in powder material caused by melting and re-solidification. Ang et al. compared various thermal spray techniques in terms of the particle impact velocity and process temperature. Figure 1 shows that the temperature of CS is far less than other thermal spray techniques, while still achieving the high velocities necessary for particle deposition.
Figure 1: Classification of various thermal spray processes as the impact velocity relates to gas propellant temperature.\(^1\)

As a result of the high impact speeds, the particles-substrates interaction time is short, on the order of 10 ns. The low process temperature also allows for the structures within the materials to be preserved without significant recrystallization. Additionally, it has been discovered by Thevamaran et al. that the lack of recrystallization present in this process has the potential to yield nano-scale grain gradients throughout the resulting structure, which can prove to be advantageous when precise control over the bulk properties is desired.\(^2\) CS is beneficial when compared to other additive manufacturing techniques and thermal spray processes by leveraging the advantage produced by the large plastic deformation. As opposed to thermal energy, which would cause significant changes in the original material, CS used kinetic energy to achieve particle deposition\(^5\).

CS technology has many promising aspects; it is used to create thick coatings on metal or even ceramic surfaces leading to new surface characteristics of the material. It
has even been shown that both metal and metal-coated ceramic particles are able to be accelerated and bonded to various surfaces in order to create unique coatings. CS is also used to create free-standing structures in an additive manner. Lastly, CS has the capacity to repair damaged structures and surfaces rapidly, resulting in a restored or filled part with comparable properties to the original.\textsuperscript{5} CS was first invented over three decades ago at the Institute of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics in Novosibirsk, Russia.\textsuperscript{6,7} Serious developments in CS were not seen until the 1990’s.\textsuperscript{8} This method has been growing in popularity not only in industry, but also in the academic community, with a large number of publications being produced in the last two decades; in order to understand the physical phenomena occurring in this process.\textsuperscript{5,9-11} The understanding of this topic requires the incorporation of many fields of research, including fluid dynamics, solid mechanics, and material science. Although CS has been leveraged for decades, the governing material science behind how this process works is not fully established.

In this additive method, various ductile metals are deposited on a substrate well below their melting temperature. \textbf{Figure 2} shows a sketch of a common CS apparatus.

\textbf{Figure 2: Schematics of the main components of a typical cold-spray apparatus.}
Powders, containing micro particles 10-100 µm in diameter depending on the material used, are sprayed through a converging-diverging de Laval nozzle at high speeds using a pressurized carrier gas, usually nitrogen or sometimes helium, at a rate of $10^5-10^7$ particles per second. The temperature of the electrically heated gas can reach up to 1,000°C depending on the desired particle speed. However, the temperature of the particles on impact range from 20-800°C, depending on many factors such as the gas, nozzle design and heat capacity of the material.\(^\text{12}\) Particles then impact the selected surface or substrate, applying the desired coating or structure. At these high deposition rates and velocities, it is challenging to observe individual particle collisions. Obviously, there is a large amount of variation between the impact parameters of each individual particle.

It has been well studied that if the impact velocity exceeds a specific critical value, the energy will be enough to induce severe enough plastic deformation resulting in the bonding of the particle to the target, which can either be a fresh surface or particles that had previously been deposited. This critical velocity is related to successful bonding and depends most significantly on the thermomechanical properties of the particle and substrate materials, but is also a function of particle size, initial temperature and melting temperature.\(^\text{13-16}\) It is understood that if the energy required for bonding exceeds the elastic energy stored in the particle upon deformation on impact the particle can bond to the surface. Otherwise the particle is reflected off the surface.\(^\text{17}\) The visco-plastic deformation experienced leads to two key phenomena of CS; sequential compaction of deposited layers into a solid and metallurgical bonding between the particles and substrate over a large fraction that interfaces. Both are required to have a dense and
strong resultant structure. If the powder is not efficiently compacted by subsequent impacts, the resultant will be highly porous. Furthermore, if there is poor bonding at the particle-substrate and particle-particle interfaces, the resultant structure will have low strength. These factors are why reaching and exceeding the critical velocity is essential to CS.

The two factors required for effective CS structures discussed are the result of severe deformation of the accelerated particle. In order to improve CS deposition, the deformation process must be understood. Various hypotheses have been introduced as to the fundamental material science behind the bonding mechanisms such as material interlocking by interface instability, cohesive bonding, adiabatic shear instabilities, and local melting. Material interlocking is achieved through the compaction of subsequent layers of material. This happens when the particle-substrate collision creates a crater that physically holds the particle in place. Hussain et al. states that in most cases, mechanical interlocking can account from the majority of bond strength when there if good deposition and low porosity. Even if earlier particle impacts do not have good adhesion to the impact surface, following impacts will improve that adhesion through repeated impacts, creating a stronger bulk material. Another prevailing hypothesis is that extreme plastic deformation disrupts the thin surface oxide films surrounding metals exposing chemically active material; under high local pressure, metallurgical bonding is achieved in these exposed interfacial areas (Figure 3).
Metallurgical bonding is a result of atomic diffusion between metals, which provides stronger bonding than mechanical interlocking. This bonding process is similar to the events present in explosive welding and shock wave powder compaction. Adiabatic shear instabilities are characteristically associated with high-strain-rate (HSR) deformations and are cause of the extreme plastic deformation observed at the collision interface; it is predicted that they lead to metallurgical bonding. Adiabatic shear instabilities are so critical to creating metallurgical bonds that they may be considered a requirement for bonding, and consequently are assumed to be an indicator of bonding.

Under adiabatic conditions, as opposed to isothermal, the plastic strain energy is dissipated. As heat increases during deformation, the temperature rise causes the material to soften. It is easier for softened material to deform and produce heat. As a result, the rate of strain hardening decreases and the flow stress reaches a maximum then decreases with increasing plastic strain. In a real non-uniform material however, variations in stress, strain, temperature, and microstructure are present throughout. These variations cause...
shearing, heating and softening to become highly localized, causing the flow stress to drop rapidly at a critical strain (Figure 4). Beyond this point, local strain at the shear band increases while the overall strain remains almost constant until rupture.\textsuperscript{27-29}

This concentration of stress and temperature around the interface region results in the formation of a jet, which is widely observed in both experimentation and simulation.\textsuperscript{15, 30, 31} At the interface region, adiabatic thermal softening is dominant over work hardening and the metals behave as viscous materials at this highly localized area. Due to the pressure, the material is extruded from the interface forming the metal jet at the rim.\textsuperscript{21, 29} A simple sketch of the jet formation during a typical ductile metal collision above the critical velocity is presented in Figure 5a.
Figure 5: A) Sequential sketch of the formation of a material jet for a typical ductile metal micro-particle impacting a like-substrate over the critical velocity. B) Sketch of the postmortem bonded particle, highlighting the bonding at the rim, where oxide was removed and lack thereof in the center, where oxide remains as a barrier.

Another observation is that the strongest bonding occurs at the edges of the interfacial region. It has been observed that there is more interaction of the material in these locations due to the displacement of the oxide film, which forms the jet, allowing for pure material interaction (Figure 5b).\(^\text{32}\) In this viscous region, there are vortices formed of interacting material, which result in not only metallurgical bonding but also interlocking of particle and substrate material, further increasing the strength of the bonding in this critical region of the interface.\(^\text{33}\) These concepts are typical for crystalline metals and alloys with work-hardening and thermally activated deformation behaviors. Through numerical analysis, Hussain \textit{et al.} observed highly localized temperature rises large enough to induce localized melting which would influence bonding.\(^\text{22, 34}\) Studies have
evaluated the role of interfacial melting in bonding and reported that adiabatic shear instabilities lead to a thin layer of melting at the interface for some material combinations.\textsuperscript{22, 34-37} It is currently argued whether localized melting at the interface is required for bonding; however, mechanical interlocking and metallurgical bonding caused by the presence of adiabatic shear instabilities are commonly perceived as the dominant mechanisms responsible for bonding during CS.

The impact of a CS particle onto its substrate can be broken down into 4 distinct phase by Zhoe et al. The first phase is transient loading; this is when the particle comes into contact with the substrate and the high kinetic energy begins to put extreme pressures on the initial contact point. The second phase is when the material starts to flow due to these high pressures. It is observed that the maximum pressure is much higher than the material’s yield strength in most cases causing the material to deform. The high strains near the interface cause softening due to heating which further results in the shear instabilities, material vortices, metallurgical bonding and the jet formation. Kinetic energy is dispersed into heat through plastic strain which helps to reduce the pressure. In phase three, the lower pressure causes the plastic flow of material to stop and only elastic deformation to occur. Phase four is the elastic recovery of that stored energy. In this phase, the particle will either stay bonded or debond, depending on if the bonding cohesive energy resulting from interaction in phase two is greater than the stored elastic energy from phase three.\textsuperscript{33} A plot of the pressure changes throughout these phases of the impact can be seen in Appendix A.

The bonding phenomenon has not been explicitly understood due to the non-linearity, non-equilibrium, and high-strain-rate response of the material. As discussed,
during the CS process large numbers of particles are accelerated, each having different impact parameters and different impact results, making the study of individual particles challenging. The particle interaction time upon impact is in the vicinity of 100 ns and the strain rates are on the order of $10^6$-$10^8$ s$^{-1}$. These factors make observation of the impact through experimentation with a typical CS setup difficult. However, computational modeling can provide insight into these phenomenon, validation of hypotheses, or the discovery of a unique mechanisms. With computational simulations the deformation can be slowed and observed at any scale.

**Simulation**

In order to observe the material behavior of the particles during extreme deformation inherent to CS, computational analysis is required. Due to the small size and temporal scale, experimental observation of the collision event proves to be unfeasible. Thus, computational modeling has been dedicated to understanding the collision event critical to CS. With modeling, it is possible to view inside the micro-particles during the collision event step by step, track individual material points, and follow fluctuations in stresses and strains throughout the interaction. Computational simulation of single particle impacts is used to better understand the mechanics, however using this powerful tool, it is possible to extrapolate to bulk CS deposition as well. Over the years since the invention of CS, many researchers have performed simulations to study the extreme phenomenon by using a finite element (FE) method. Dykhuizen et al. simulated the collisions of copper micro-particles onto a stainless steel substrate and compared the calculated flattening ratios and crater depths with experimental findings.\textsuperscript{36} Yokoyama et al. numerically studied the effects of an initial particle temperature on the behavior of
copper particles impacting copper and steel substrates. Schmidt et al. and Bae et al investigated the main factors effecting bonding features, for several different particle material systems. Li et al. and Kumar et al. have studied the effects of oxide layers and other substrate surface conditions. Other variable CS parameters have also been investigated, including oblique impacts, particle size, substrate hardness, and impact of multiple particle materials. These simulations are responsible for many of the discoveries discussed in the previous section, specifically the presences of adiabatic shear instabilities and the dramatic temperature rise at the interface.

Zhoe et al. in Figure 6, examines the plastic strain distribution in the particle and substrate during the impact. The simulation shows that the most severe deformation occurs at the interface. The plastic strain reaches more than 200% at the interface region, indicating the presence of heating and adiabatic shear instabilities in this thin interfacial layer. These phenomena then result in the formation of the material jet also present in the simulation result, and the bonding mechanisms previously discussed. Simulations like this are the only way to understand the mechanisms taking place during the complex deformation process of CS impacts.
Figure 6: Simulation of the effective strain distribution of an impact of a particle and substrate of the same material. Strain will decrease further from the interface. Red indicates pure plastic strain or adiabatic instabilities. Blue and green indicate plastic-elastic strains. Purple represents purely elastic regions.\textsuperscript{33}

Due to the extreme behavior of materials during the collision of a CS particle, the simulation results are very dependent on the modeling method used. A common modeling method uses a Lagrangian reference frame. In a Lagrangian reference frame, the mechanics of each material point are followed and the mesh moves with the deforming material points. This commonly leads to excessive mesh distortion during extreme material deformation. These large deformations can lead to the simulation failing; this can only be compensated for by having fewer, larger elements. However, larger elements do not provide the level of accuracy required for study of the micro particle collisions. Since the accuracy of the calculation is a function of the size of the mesh, using pure Lagrangian method is limited and unreliable.\textsuperscript{45} In an Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE), material motion is independent from material inside the object. As a result, elements will not need to deform as much to follow these points. The
mesh is continuously updated without making changes to the mesh connections. The mesh updates first by forming a new mesh based on the current status, then the solution variables will be remapped to the new mesh. This method allows for a finer mesh. Although less dependent on mesh size, this method shows a decrease in plastic strain over time and the lack of a jet formation at the interface. The error is likely due to the remapping of the mesh.46

During CS, material bonding needs to be considered as well. Previously, bonding has been declared via observations of stress and temperature throughout the impact. Localized peaks in temperature and strain at the particle-substrate interface were observed in simulations and declared to be shear instabilities representative of bonding. The velocity which produced the changes in temperature and strain was considered to be the critical velocity.21, 22, 28 In other simulations, the critical velocity was treated as the velocity that brought the temperature at the interface during impact above the melting temperature of the particle.22, 34-37, 47 Thus, no actual bonding took place in these models.

Recent Simulation Method

In this section the simulation method previously published by Yildirim et al. is examined due the fact that this method is used in this research and the research preceding this work. Yildirim et al. used this method first in 201141 later adding to it in 201548 in collaboration with precursory research. Simulations were performed using the FE simulation software ABAQUS®. The method used a Lagrangian frame but includes a damage model to elevate the former issues of hyper-extended meshes resulting in model failure. When comparing this method to the previous two, it is found to yield the most promising results.41 When a material point fails in accordance to a damage model
prescribed, that point is deleted from the calculation. In the Lagrangian simulation without this addition, a point expiring high strains would be tracked, extending and distorting the mesh; however, with the damage model that point is simply deleted when it exceeds the failure parameters, not forcing the mesh to distort and fail. In addition to this, Yildirim et al. added a method of modeling interface bonding. It stands to reason that particle bonding is the competition between the elastic energy of rebound that remains in the system after plastically deforming material and the interfacial bonding energy between the two bodies throughout the impact event.\textsuperscript{33} It is not possible to know the interfacial bonding energy; therefor, interface bonding is modeled by defining an effective interfacial bonding strength parameter, constant along the entire interface. If the nominal stress at the interface exceeds this parameter, then there will be separation. The bonding strength parameters were based on the tensile strength values of the materials, a similar method is used when modeling the dynamic fracture process.\textsuperscript{49, 50} The bonding strength values can vary with different materials and surface conditions, which is important to note since CS has the ability to use a wide variety of materials. Through this simulation method, it is discovered that the total area of bonded interface varies throughout the collision. Elastic rebound and cohesive bond energy are in competition and bonding is achieved when the rebound energy cannot overcome the cohesive energy of the material. It is seen in Figure 7 that during elastic rebound the bonded interracial area decreases; if the rebound energy does not exceed the bonding energy, the interfacial region will come to rest with increased bonding area. This method simply provides a value that represents bonding but does not make any assumption about the exact nature of bonding, or variations in the value of this parameter with changing surface morphology.
or impact velocity. However, this enables establishment of relationships between the critical velocity and bonding strength.\textsuperscript{48}

![Simulation of the contact area at sequential times for impact with initial velocity of 750m/s of titanium particle and substrate. Note the changing bonding area during elastic rebound and the location of bonded area.\textsuperscript{48}]

When considering the material model used by Yildirim \textit{et al}., the elastic properties are assumed to be linear and defined by the elastic modulus and the Poisson’s ratio. Thermal properties are defined normally as well. The plastic deformation, however, is modeled using a non-linear isotropic material hardening plasticity model. The Johnson-Cook (JC) material model is commonly used to represent high-strain-rate deformations.\textsuperscript{48} Unlike other flow stress models, like the Zerilli-Armstrong model which takes into account the grain boundary size, the JC model defines relationships between the flow stress, strain hardening, strain-rate hardening, and temperature softening effects.\textsuperscript{51} This model will be explained further in a later chapter as it relates to current work as well. Material heating due to plastic deformation will be significant in this collision with large amounts of plastic deformation and high strain-rates.

Numerical simulations have led to many discoveries about the interactions that take place during the particle-substrate collision in CS, discussed earlier. Since the validity of these discoveries are dependent on the accuracy of the computational models,
experimental data is required in order to validate the models. Experimental data needs to be used to calibrate the models as well, through comparison of the experimental and simulated results. This method of calibration and validation was used by Dykhuizen et al., Yildirim et al., and later by Xie et al.

**Materials and Aluminum 6061**

There is great interest in using thermal spraying to fabricate coatings and structures with unique functional properties by using many different material powders. To this end, CS has been used to accelerate and bond a wide variety of metals, like copper or high strength metals like titanium. CS also has the ability to bond particles to substrates of dissimilar metals. Lastly, CS has been used to create multi-functional coatings by depositing metal jacketed ceramic particles or multi-material metal powders.

As mentioned, CS can be used to create free standing structures coatings or repair existing structure by adding material. There is an increasing interest in studying and evaluating the microstructure and mechanical behavior of relevant defense and aerospace alloys. CS deposits of ductile metals typically exhibit poor ductility and high hardness as a result of extensive cold working intrinsic to CS. Some resultant deposits may even contain varying degrees of porosity and inter-particle voids when compared to the conventionally processed materials. To improve the post deposition mechanical characteristics of CS deposits, heat treatments are often used. Extensive research has gone into optimizing this process of heat treating the unique CS deposits.

Polycrystalline Aluminum 6061 T6 alloy (AA6061) is a common material in many fields, including defense and aerospace applications. It has been used in CS to create free
standing structures and repair existing structures with promising results.\textsuperscript{56, 62} AA6061 is comprised of 97.5\% aluminum and other traceable elements (Appendix B)\textsuperscript{63} and will be the topic of this study and work closely related.

**Temperature Dependence**

During static loading of ductile metals at an elevated temperature, there are observable degradations to the material properties. It has been shown that this is true for AA6061 at much lower temperature than other metals like steel. A study done by Summers \textit{et al.} on the integrity and stability of AA6061 at effect of elevated temperatures, shows that there is a significant degradation, the largest difference taking place between 250 and 300 °C.\textsuperscript{64} In \textbf{Figure 8a} it can be seen that the Young’s modules decrease nearly linearly with increasing temperature, except at around 200-300 °C. In \textbf{Figure 8b} the yield strength also shows a significant decrease of about 140 MPa in this temperature region. A similar reduction is seen in the ultimate tensile strength in \textbf{Figure 8c}. Lastly, in \textbf{Figure 8d}, an increase in the ductile of the alloy is seen with increasing temperatures. This region with significant change in properties is the temperature threshold where the material undergoes charges in its dislocation and recrystallization mechanism. This change in microstructure evolution is likely the cause of the drastic changes in properties exhibited in \textbf{Figure 8}.\textsuperscript{65}
Figure 8: Changes in material properties with increasing temperatures during static loading. A) Shows the Young’s modulus, B) yield strength, C) the percent reduction in area, which is indicative of ductility and D) ultimate tensile strength with increasing temperature for AA6061.\textsuperscript{64}

However, CS is a high-strain-rate deformation process resulting in strain-rate hardening. To help understand this unique process, experimental and simulated data are studied together. Some of the most important factors in determining the critical velocity of bonding during CS is the temperature and thermomechanical properties of the particle and substrate materials. This leads to the assumption that the temperature affects the quality of CS deposits.\textsuperscript{20,66} It is also well known that hardness is related to temperature. The effect of the substrate temperature has been studied; it has been reported that the deposition efficiency and adhesion strength increases with substrate heating, despite
increases in oxidation due to heating. In 2017, Arabgol et al. studied the effects of increasing the substrate temperature for a variety of CS particles through experimentation and simulation. It was determined that heating the surface could lead to decreases in porosity in the final structure, by allowing more deformation in the substrate compared to the particle. Increasing the temperature has positive effects due to the increase in the total energy of the system. This increase in energy supports greater deformation and fluid-like flow at the interface and leads to metallurgical bonding as a result, through the removal of larger amounts of the inhibitive surface oxide layer.

**Aluminum Oxide Surface Film**

Bare metal surfaces often develop oxide films when exposed to the oxygen in the atmosphere. Oxide film growth on these metal surfaces are very rapid and can depend on the temperature. AA6061 is no exception, there are assumed to be a surface oxide film, of at most 5 nm, on exposed surfaces. As previously discussed, the oxide film has a potentially large effect on the impact and subsequent bonding phenomenon in CS. The oxide free interface exposed during particle-substrate collisions results from the extreme deformation of the particles and substrate resulting in the creation of important pure metallurgical bonding locations. The breaking up of the thin native oxide layer, present on surfaces exposed to air, is required for pure metal-on-metal interactions and interparticle bonding. Critical velocity has been shown to be influenced by the surface oxidation of the particles. Yin et al. finds that it is true that some oxide is extruded to the rim during the collision however, not all the oxide can be removed. Oxide is found to be largely absent from the periphery but abundant in the center (Figure 5b). This suggests that bonding is present in larger amounts at the oxide free periphery regions.
This residual oxide layer in the center acts as an obstacle, preventing direct contact of metals and metallic bonding. It is seen through simulation that the center region of the interface is more likely to rebound from the residual elastic energy, due to there being an absence of cohesive bonding, which deteriorates or completely severs the bonds formed at the edge, significantly effecting the strength of the particle bond (Figure 7). Assumptions based on these findings suggest that thicker oxide layers will result in increased critical velocities and that smaller particles, having a larger surface to volume ratio, will have increased critical velocities.

It is known that the surface oxide growth will be affected by the temperature at which the material is exposed to. Jeurgens et al. studied the effect of temperature on the growth of oxide on freshly exposed surfaces of pure aluminum using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. The aluminum oxide film growth rate will increase with increasing temperature above 400 °C. Below this temperature, after the initial fast oxide film growth, the rate becomes virtually zero. Below 400 °C, the oxide layer reaches a limiting thickness which increases with increasing temperature (Appendix A). The surface oxide film will be a function of the temperature environment on flat bulk materials, with increased temperatures producing increased oxide thickness. The oxide layer thickness will be affected by elevated temperature, however below 400 °C the exposure time of the material will not have an effect of the thickness because it will reach a limit.70

The metallic particles in CS are also exposed to these high temperatures and will develop surface oxide films as a result. A study of these oxide film thickness on aluminum powers was performed by Trunov et al. They performed analysis on individual particles, evaluating the percent of aluminum oxide after exposing them to different
extreme temperatures (Appendix A). The oxide percentage of the particle will increase with increasing temperature environments in distinct stages. Starting at 600 °C the oxide percentage will increase to a higher point and settle there, below this temperature the percentage remains constant.

**Previous Work**

This report can be considered an extension of the work performed by Xie et al. The following will be a review of that research. As discussed, the extreme material science behind the microscopic collision events that take place during the CS process is not well understood. Experimental observation of these events was previously challenging due to the fact that CS particles are generally 10-100 µm in diameter and their interaction with target substrates are less than 100 ns. In CS, large numbers of particles are accelerated per second in order to develop the bulk deposit structure, this further complicates in situ observation of particles. Obviously, each particle in a spray will have different impact parameters such as velocity, mass, size, temperature, shape, and angle. Computational modeling is used to overcome these obstacles and provide vital insight into particle impacts, however experimental data is still required to calibrate and validate these simulations to ensure that conclusions drawn accurately represent CS. In this publication, they present a method for experimentally observing well characterized single particle impacts in situ and the resulting particle micro-structure postmortem.

The study focuses on AA6061 particles with an average diameter of 19.3±5.3 µm. The acceleration and collision of single particles are observed in a highly controlled system called the advanced laser induced projectile system (α-LIPIT). Further
explanation of this process can be found in a later chapter, as it is used in this work as well. The experiments focus on accelerating AA6061 particles into two distinct substrates, sapphire and mirror polished AA6061. Sapphire is used as a target substrate to provide a near-ideal hard surface. Sapphire has modulus significantly larger than aluminum, so the majority of plastic deformation occurs in the particle and leaves the substrate virtually intact. These particles can then be collected and observed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The results are used to improve simulation accuracy. Calibration of the simulation is greatly improved because the initial impact parameters are well recorded and it is possible to observe the particles shape after its collision, those initial parameters can then be run in the model and the resultant can be compared and calibrated to the experimental results. Aluminum on aluminum impacts are also performed to simulate the CS process. Using the α-LIPIT system, observations of single particle collisions are performed with the unique advantage of knowing the initial impact parameters and resultant dynamics of each particle, which had previously been unattainable.

**Aluminum 6061-Sapphire Impacts**

Sapphire has a shear modulus of 148 GPa compared to aluminum 6061 alloy’s modulus of 26 GPa. It can be assumed that most plastic deformation occurs in the particle when it impacts a sapphire substrate. Xie et al. performed AA6061 particle collision using the α-LIPIT system over a range of impact velocities, from 50 to 950 m/s, and particle diameters. Rebound velocity as a function of impact velocity can be found in Figure 9a. Rebound velocities increase linearly with increasing impact velocities until 120 m/s $V_{TP}$, after which the rebound velocity fluctuates with no distinctive trend.
Postmortem particles were collected and their deformed shapes can be seen in Figure 9b. There is increasing deformation with increase kinetic energy. A distinct transition from a linear increase to a more scattered rebound velocity at an impact speed of 100 m/s, indicated by $V_{TP}$ is shown in Figure 9a. This velocity is where the entire particle experiences plastic deformation, as a result of more than half of its mass experiencing deformation. Cross sectional studies were performed using xenon plasma focused ion beam (FIB) milling. The differences in microstructural changes between particles impacted at 530 and 660 m/s can be seen in Figure 9d, f. The particle impacted at a higher velocity shows viscous-fluid features crossing over grain boundaries, unlike the particle impacted at 530 m/s, which shows this only in the lower region of the particle, at the impact surface if at all. It is concluded that for particle velocities exceeding 550 m/s, the pressure experienced is so great that a microstructural collapse is induced and results in a hydrodynamic state inside the particle during collisions with a sapphire substrate. The onset of the viscous flow of material in the particle contributes to the increased rebound speeds experienced at higher impact velocities. The viscous flow of material in the impacting particle will reduce the rate of plastic deformation allowing for more elastic energy to be recovered, producing a higher rebound speed. This data collected is also used enhance simulations of these particle collision.
Figure 9: AA6061 micro particles impacting a sapphire substrate. A) A trend in the rebound velocity as a function of impact velocity. B) Side view SEM images of the particle collected after impacting sapphire at various velocities. The red outline represents the simulation results using the optimized parameters. C, E) Cross sectional images of particles deformed at 530 and 660 m/s, respectively. D, F) High contrast SEM images of the cross sectioned particles. Simulations

Simulation of the particle collision is still required to understand what is happening during the extreme deformation of the particle, even though the α-LIPIT provides the unique ability to precisely observe the particle’s impact and post impact parameters. Particle impact is modeled using the method discussed in a previous section, which is a Lagrangian frame including a material damage model and cohesive bonding.
criteria. The simulation method is improved upon by the Applied Mechanics and Tribology Laboratory at Northeastern University, in collaboration with this work. The model uses three-dimensional large-deformation continuum mechanics with strain-rate dependent and isotropic plasticity. The simulation takes into account the material heating, the effects of temperature, and the heat transfer within the material as well as a material failure criterion and cohesive zone modeling. A bilinear version of the JC flow stress $\sigma_y$ model (Equation 1, 2) is used to perform these simulations to accommodate the temperature $T$, plastic strain $\varepsilon_p$, and plastic strain-rate $\dot{\varepsilon}_p$ increase seen at strain rates higher than $10^3$ s$^{-1}$. 

$$\sigma_y = \left( A + B \varepsilon_p^m \right) \left[ 1 + C \ln \left( \frac{\dot{\varepsilon}_p}{\dot{\varepsilon}_0} \right) \right] \left[ 1 - \left( \frac{T-T_R}{T_m-T_R} \right)^n \right]$$

$$C = \begin{cases} C_1 & \text{and } \dot{\varepsilon}_0 = 1 \text{ if } \dot{\varepsilon}_p < \dot{\varepsilon}_c \\ C_2 & \text{and } \dot{\varepsilon}_0 = \dot{\varepsilon}_c \text{ if } \dot{\varepsilon}_p > \dot{\varepsilon}_c \end{cases} \text{ with, } C_2 > C_1$$

Here, the environment temperature is $T_R$, the melting temperature is $T_m$, and the reference strain is $\dot{\varepsilon}_0$. The equation variables include $A$, $B$, $m$, and $n$. Equation 2 represents an additional increase in the yield stress when the plastic strain rate is greater than the critical plastic strain rate, $\dot{\varepsilon}_c$. The material properties and optimized equation variables used in the presented simulations are seen in Appendix B. It should be noted that there is a large dependence on temperature according to this model. The JC model constants are optimized to match the deformed particle shapes, seen as a red outline in Figure 9b, thus calibrating the simulation to the experimental results. With these computational models, observations of the variable yield stress, internal strains, and temperatures are possible. It is found that particle deformation is largely influenced by
material hardening due to large strains and strain rates, which results in rapid increases in the yield stress in over 90% of the particles volume, for impacts greater than 300m/s. Furthermore, rapid decrease in yield stress is observed in impacts greater than 480m/s due to the particle experiencing fluid-like behavior in some regions.\textsuperscript{52} Figure 10a shows the trend produced by this simulation method with its updated parameters compared to the experimental data. It can be seen that the simulation data closely matches the trend observed experimentally, thus validating the accuracy of the parameters and the simulation’s ability to recreate CS collisions.

![Figure 10: Impact velocity vs. the coefficient of restitution, which is the impact velocity divided by the rebound velocity, on a logarithmic y-axis. Superimposed is the trend line that is the result of the simulation with the optimized variables. A) AA6061-Sapphire impacts. B) AA6061-AA6061 impacts.\textsuperscript{52}](image)

**Aluminum 6061- Aluminum 6061 Impacts**

Xie \textit{et al.} also studied AA6061 micro particles impacting polished AA6061 substrates experimentally, using the \textalpha-LIPIT system, and theoretically using the simulation method described. During these impacts, the collision is more complex due to the plastic deformation of the substrate, therefor not used for calibration of the simulation, however, this experimental data can still be used for validation of model parameters (Figure 10b). The overall trend in rebound energy over a range of initial
velocities is similar to aluminum impacting sapphire (Figure 11a). However, the transition from linearly increasing rebound energy to constant and varying rebound energy is slightly higher due to the fact that the ductile substrates dissipates energy through plastic deformation while providing elastic relaxation in addition to the particle’s reaction. In the intermediate region of impact velocities, again there is no observable increase in rebound energy. This indicated that the high strain-rate plastic deformation is capable of absorbing the increases in kinetic energy in this range. Once the slope starts to increase again at 600 m/s, material softening begins to dominate strain hardening. With increasing impact velocities, the critical velocity of 840±10 m/s is observed, where the rebound velocity is zero and the particles are bonded to the substrate.

Post impact cross sectional SEM images of bonded particles are seen in Figure 11f-i. The presence of the material jet at the rim can be seen in the high velocity collision that resulted in bonding, which supports the presence of interfacial instabilities hypothesis. Figure 11a shows a high speed impact without bonding, the rim of this crater shows a rounded edge. In Figure 11c, d, e where there is bonding of the particle, the outer rim of the crater shows a sharp edge, or a jet of material originating from the substrate. The presence of this jet only when the particles are bonded leads to the conclusion that material jetting is required for bonding. The cross sectional SEM images show that the grains are highly compressed, especially closer to the interfacial region, resulting in a gradient in grain size throughout the structure. Through observations of the rebound energies, it is determined that cohesive zone bonding cannot be the only mechanism for bonding. There is an estimated 21 J/m² of dissipated energy when bonding at the critical velocity, which is much higher than the cohesive interfacial energy
of aluminum which is >1 J/m² (Figure 11a).\textsuperscript{80, 81} This indicates that there must be other mechanisms taking place to dissipate energy, such as local melting at the interface.
Figure 11: A) Trends in the rebound velocity as a function of impact velocity for AA6061 micro-particles impacting a polished AA6061 substrate. B-E) Same magnification SEM images of particles with varying impact velocities, 800, 900, 1000, and 1130 m/s. F-I) Contrast enhanced cross sectional SEM images of the impact sites and bonded particles.\textsuperscript{52}

Related Work

Recent work performed by Gangaraj \textit{et al.} on particle impacts of various materials to like material substrates is similar to the work presented in this thesis and by Xie \textit{et al.} The same particle acceleration and experimental data collection method are used by this group, the $\alpha$-LIPIT. Their main focus was on further enhancing the simulation technique and providing coupled experimental data to understand the formation of the material jet, which is widely believed to be required for particle bonding. Similar simulation techniques to those previously discussed are used, with the Johnson-Cook flow stress model being selected to simulate the nonlinear stresses present in ABAQUS\textsuperscript{®}. This simulation, however, was aimed at understanding the effect of the pressure shock wave produced during impact. To capture the hydrodynamic behavior of the particle upon impact, the Mie-Grüneisen equation of state (\textbf{Equation 3}) was used.\textsuperscript{82} This defines pressure ($P$) as a function of density ($\rho$) and the initial energy per unit mass ($E_m$), with $\eta = 1 - \rho_0 / \rho$ representing the volumetric compressive strain, $\Gamma_0$ a material constant known as the Grüneisen constant, $C_0$ is the bulk speed of sound. The equation is linear in energy and assumes a linear relationship between the shock velocity and the particle velocity. The simulation parameters can be found in Appendix B.\textsuperscript{83}

\begin{equation}
P = \frac{\rho_0 C_0^2 \eta}{(1 - s \eta)^2} \left(1 - \frac{\Gamma_0 \eta}{2}\right) + \Gamma_0 \rho_0 E_m \quad (3)
\end{equation}
Unique to these simulation and experimental observation is the capturing of ejected material. Above the critical velocity, there is very fast lateral jet-like material ejection. Based on this observation, the formation of the jet and plastic ejection of material is critical to bonding, similar to the hypotheses previously discussed. Figure 12 shows simulations of copper-copper particle-substrate impacts at the critical velocity. During this simulation the ejection of material, formation, and eventual fracturing of the jet can be observed. Figure 12a shows the normalized temperature values throughout the impact of a copper particle. Even at the peak the plastic work induced temperature rise never reaches the melting temperature for the material tested directly contrary to simulation results of previously published literature. This leads to the conclusion that melting is not responsible for the formation of the material jet. Using new temperature dependent hypothesis, they developed a trend defining the critical velocity’s dependence on temperature, and conclude that increasing particle temperature leads to greater flattening and less penetration upon impact, and decreases in critical velocity in a manner that follows a square root dependency (Appendix A). In Equation 4 $V_c$ is the critical velocity.

$$V_c = V_{c,room} \sqrt{1 - \frac{(T - T_{room})}{(T_{melt} - T_{room})}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

The yield stress throughout the impact, in Figure 12b, reviles that the adiabatic shear localization does not reach a compromising value until after the material begins to form the jet structure. This leads to the conclusion that the localization of forces at the interface is not responsible for the formation of the jet, however it may be a consequence of the jet formation. The conclusion of this work is that the pressure shock wave is what is responsible for formation of the jet, which is required for bonding. The compressive
shock interaction with the particles leading edge results in the material jetting and mixing flow that exposes the pure surfaces for metallurgical bonding sites, essential for adhesion of the particle to the substrate. Furthermore, they were able to develop a more refined prediction equation for finding the critical velocity, by basing the critical velocity off of the onset of a pressure wave able to form the material jet.\textsuperscript{83} In \textbf{Equation 5}, \( d \) and \( n \) represent the particle size effect and \( B \) is the bulk modulus.

\[
V_c \approx 0.15 \sqrt{\left( \frac{d}{d_0} \right)^n \left( 1 - \frac{(T - T_{room})}{(T_{melt} - T_{room})} \right) \frac{B}{\rho}} \tag{5}
\]

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{A) Instantaneous temperature distribution normalized with the initial temperature at sequential time steps throughout the impact of a copper particle to a copper substrate at the critical velocity. The melting temperature is never reached indicating melting is not required for jet formation and ejection. B) Instantaneous yield stress distribution normalized with the initial yield stress at sequential time steps throughout the impact of a copper particle to a copper substrate at the critical velocity.\textsuperscript{83}}
\end{figure}

The \( \alpha \)-LIPIT system provides the capability of performing highly controlled single particle impact tests to simulate the CS deposition process. Impact velocities are easily observed, ranging from less than 50 to over 1,000 m/s, along with other parameters, yielding well characterized collision events which can be analyzed
postmortem. The documented characteristics and results from the impacts are used to validate and calibrate numerical simulations, enhancing their accuracy further, allowing insight into the internal mechanisms occurring during cold spray. In this study, different parameters were able to be controlled, however there are many other variables that affect the CS process, such as temperature, impact angle, and oxidation layer thickness. The $\alpha$-LIPIT has the capability to control and vary those parameters as well, in order to yield further experimental results; which can be used to calibrate simulations or provide insight into the underlying material science occurring during this complex process.
CHAPTER 2

METHODS

Discussed here is the method first used by Lee et al.\textsuperscript{2} and later modified for the work done by Xie et al.\textsuperscript{52} and Gangaraj et al.\textsuperscript{83} The advanced laser induced projectile impact test or α-LIPIT system will be explained in detail here. AA6061 microparticle powder was received from United Technology Research Center. The particles were annealed at 230°C for 1 hour and then sieved to reduce the particle size distribution, the goal being an average size of 20µm. AA 6061-T6 was received from McMaster-Carr in bulk. 5mm x 5mm blocks are used as the target substrate. The blocks are mechanically polished using grinding papers and abrasives. The smallest abrasives used were 0.5µm silicon particles yielding a surface roughness around this value. Any computation simulation work is performed by Applied Mechanics and Tribology Laboratory at Northeastern University in collaboration with this work. Simulations are performed using an identical method to that used in Xie et al.\textsuperscript{52} For cross sectional images, xenon plasma focused ion beam milling (Helios PFIB, FEI) was used to slice the micro particles. Then images of the milled particles are taken with SEM.

\textbf{α-LIPIT System}

The α-LIPIT system is used to perform mechanical characterization tests. The system allows for high velocity and HSR testing on the micron scale, similar to the premise of CS, micro particles are accelerated to supersonic speeds. This method permits the selection of single particles and characterization of several parameters during flight and collision, which is impossible with a thermal spray device. The particle can be accelerated to velocities of up to 1,100m/s without any noticeable laser damage and its
impact velocity and angle, with respect to the surface normal direction of a target substrate, can be measured as well as the rebound characteristics, if there is no bonding.

The particle is accelerated by rapid expansion of an 80μm thick elastomeric film made of cross-linked polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) on top of a gold film and supported by a thin glass plate, which make up the ablation substrate. An excitation laser pulse (5–8ns pulse duration, 1064nm) is created by using a Nd:YAG laser (Quanta-Ray INDI-40-10-HG, Spectra-Physics). The ablation substrate, holding several micro particles, is placed on the focal plane of the laser. The ablation substrate moves independently, allowing for micro particles to be located and placed precisely at the focal point of the laser. Particles resting on the ablation substrate are viewed through a 10x magnification live camera on the vertical axis, which is also used to measure the particles diameter prior to ablation. The rapid transformation of gold to gas produced by the laser ablation results in local expansion of the PDMS and launches the resting particle at velocities proportional to the laser power (Figure 13a). The PDMS layer also serves to isolates the particle from the laser during ablation. The particles flight is quantified using a multiple-exposure photograph taken by a low-noise and high-quantum-yield digital camera (C11440-22C, Hamamatsu Photonics) using ultrafast white light pulses, at known intervals, producing images similar to Figure 13b. The velocity can be calculated by measuring the distance in between the particle locations and dividing by the known time in between light pulses, which is controlled by the α-LIPIT system.
To create the ablation substrate, a thin microscope cover glass plate is sputter coated with an 80 nm thick gold film. Then, a two part PDMA (Sylgard 184, Dow Chemical) is mixed with a ratio of 10:1 and spin coated on the gold coated glass to ensure that the thickness is approximately 80µm uniformly across the glass plate. The substrate is then cured at 200 °C for one hour. The AA6061 micro particles are mixed with isopropanol, creating a transport solution. A single drop of solution is applied to the ablation substrate. The liquid solution is spread over the surface by placing a small piece of lens cleaning paper over the drop, thus spreading the particles and preventing clustering while the isopropanol evaporates. With this method the particles are spread
enough, and the laser ablation is accurate enough to accelerate one particle with high
aiming accuracy with each ablation.

**Temperature Chamber**

In order to expose the particle and substrate to elevated temperatures, a chamber
surrounding the location of the collision event is constructed in such a way that the α-
LIPIT system can function as normal. The temperature chamber is constructed from
AA6061, allowing temperatures to reach over 300°C. Experiments are performed at 100,
200, and 300°C. The chamber is equipped with four heaters mounted on the inner walls.
The temperature is regulated through a positive feedback loop controlled by a
temperature reading from the thermocouple placed on the inner wall of the chamber.
However, the temperature of the wall will not be the temperature of the particle due to the
air inside, thus the controller must be set to a higher temperature than the desired impact
temperature, usually 25 °C higher. There are two more thermocouples placed on both the
target and ablation substrate stages (Figure 14a). The average between these two is taken
to be the temperature of the particle, since the particle’s flight path is in between these
two locations. The difference between the two stages does not exceed 10 °C and usually
settles to less than 5 °C.

The particles impact two different target substrates, as discussed before, sapphire
and polished AA6061. When impacting sapphire, the particles must be recovered after
the collision in order to observe the extent of deformation. When capturing the
rebounding particles, a cover is placed over the impact area in the temperature chamber
with a cap having a 1 mm diameter hole in line with the focal point of the ablation laser.
Particles travel through the hole and impact the sapphire substrate, the impact velocity is
measured before entering the cover (Figure 14b). To image the post mortem particles, the cover is removed and since the cover blocked other particles from entering, there is only the measured particle present under the cover. That is then removed from the target substrate surface with a PDMS cube, which is soft enough to no damage the particle and adhesive enough to lift it from the surface. The particle and PDMS substrate are then coated in a thin gold layer to enhance SEM image quality. The SEM used is a Magellin-400. Images of the top are taken on a flat imaging stub and images from the side are taken by placing the PDMS substrate on a 90-degree surface stub.

Figure 14: A) Schematic of the temperature chamber incorporated into the α-LIPIT system. B) Image of the temperature chamber within the system. C) Schematic of cover used to recover particles after collisions.

Surface Oxide Film

As discussed, the presence of the surface oxide film has an effect on the bonding capabilities of the CS particles. A 2-5 nm thick oxide film is native to exposed AA6061 surfaces. An additional 20 nm and 10 nm layer of aluminum oxide is deposited on the target substrates with atomic layer deposition (ALD) postdoc, David Gonzalez. 20 μm
AA6061 particles are accelerated at a range of velocities to observe the trend and the critical velocity, where bonding is initiated, using the α-LIPIT at room temperature unmodified.
CHAPTER 3
SPECIFIC AIMS

Aim 1: Temperature Dependence

Study and define the dependence of the high-strain rate single particle impacts on the environment’s temperature by performing impacts at various elevated temperatures and observing the change in the dynamic response as well as observation of the postmortem particle structure.

Aim 1 proposes to validate the theory that elevated temperatures will affect the material response of the aluminum particles during impact. By elevating the temperature of AA6061, the material will soften allowing for increased movement or destruction of dislocation within the micro particles. However, thermal softening will be in competition with strain-rate hardening. Therefore, the extent of the temperatures effect needs to be determined. Temperature increases during impact could lead the material to surpassing the melting temperature in a high temperature environment. There have been simulations on elevated temperatures of particles and experimental data of elevated substrate temperature, however none for an elevated system, including both particle and substrate, which will more closely resemble the CS process. Furthermore, Xie et al. performed experiments with the α-LIPIT to measure 20 µm diameter AA6061 particle collisions at room temperature, which will provide a controlled comparison to effect the high temperature environment has on the particle-substrate collision event.

Specific to this aim, the dynamic response against a rigid sapphire surface will be conducted in order to isolate the effects of the collision to only the particle. This provides less complex data that is used to calibrate and validate the simulations of these impacts at
elevated temperatures using the unique capabilities of the α-LIPIT system. Looking at the JC equation that governs the flow stress of the material in this computational simulation (Equation 1, 2), there is a large dependence on temperature. By calibrating the simulation of the particle impacts with data collected at variable temperatures, we will be able to gain further confidence in the simulation’s ability to model the impacts and subsequently further confidence in the results derived from the simulations about the internal material dynamics during the supersonic impact.

It is hypothesized that there will be increased plastic deformation or flow of material during impacts. Also there will be increased bonding ability resulting from the increase in flow of material, this will be in the form of a lower bonding critical velocity.

**Aim 2: Aluminum Oxide Surface Film**

Study and define the effect of a bonding barrier in the form of an increased surface oxide film on the high strain-rate impact of aluminum 6061 micro particles on the a polished AA6061 material substrate with a thickened surface oxide film.

Aim 2 proposes to study the effects of having a bonding barrier between the two bonding elements, the AA6061 particle and substrate, in the form of the surface oxide film. The native oxide film present on exposed AA6061 surfaces is approximately 2-5nm thick. Since Xie *et al.* performed experiments with the α-LIPIT to measure 20 µm diameter AA6061 particle impact at room temperature with only the native oxide film thickness, this will provide a control comparison to effect thicker oxide layer has on the particle-substrate collision event. Increasing the thickness of surface oxide film on the aluminum substrate will increase the bonding barrier and effect the ability of the particle to bond to the substrate during its impact. In order to bond, more energy will have to be
put into plastic flow to extrude the surface oxide to the rim. Furthermore, by decreasing the ability of the particle to bond to the surface the cohesive energy will be decreased, resulting in an increase in the available energy for rebounding.

**It is hypothesized** that by increasing the surface oxide film thickness the particles will require more energy, in the form of impact velocity, to bond to the substrate. The critical velocity will increase. This is due to the brittle surface oxide layer blocking essential aluminum on aluminum interactions between the particle and substrate decreasing the cohesion between the two materials.
CHAPTER 4

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The capabilities of the α-LIPIT system have already been shown to accurately simulate the collision events present in CS process.\textsuperscript{52,83} In these experiments, \textit{in-situ} observations of micro particle impacts and rebounds were recorded using the α-LIPIT system described in the previous sections. This capability has proven to be useful in augmenting computational simulations and understanding the complex high-strain-rate dynamics of these collisions.\textsuperscript{52} In these experiments micro particles approximately 20 µm in diameter of AA6061 are accelerated at a wide range of velocities and impacted upon a target substrate. To examine different aspects of the impact phenomenon two different target substrates are used, a polished sapphire piece and a mirror polished AA6061 substrate. The impact and rebound velocities are then captured by the α-LIPIT system and recorded. With this information, an understanding of the energy dissipation and deformation during impact is gained. Furthermore, post mortem particles can be observed using this testing system. Unique to this research, a heating chamber has been added to the α-LIPIT in order to capture and observe data about collisions at an elevated temperature. As discussed, elevating the temperature has many different effects on ductile metals like AA6061. These effects include material softening, a higher energy system, closer to the melting temperature, and increases in surface oxidation at very high temperatures.\textsuperscript{70,74} The following are the results of the α-LIPIT experiments performed at elevated temperatures with AA6061 microparticles impacting both a sapphire and AA6061 target substrate.
High Temperature Aluminum 6061-Sapphire Impacts

Results

With the α-LIPIT and the heating chamber, several experiments at elevated temperatures have been performed with AA6061 particles impacting a sapphire substrate. The sapphire substrate is selected due to its high modulus and hardness compared to the micro particles. This substrate can act as a near-ideal hard substrate. This isolates the micro particles’ reaction to the HSR deformation, allowing for the assumption that all deformation takes place only in the impacting particle. The rebound velocities for collisions at room temperature (23), 100, 200, and 300 °C, can be seen in Figure 15a-d with unique color scaling representative of the slight variations in the initial diameters of individual particles. The scattered data developed from recorded impact and rebound velocities from numerous experiments was smoothed using an unweighted adjacent averaging method, represented by Equation 5. Figure 15e represents the smoothed data, using a range of 20 data points, (r = 10).

\[
data(i) = \frac{data(i-(1:r)) + data(i) + data(i+(1:r))}{2r+1}
\]  
(5)
Figure 15: Temperature depended AA6061 micro particle impacts on a sapphire substrate. A,B,C,D) 23,100, 200, and 300°C, respectively, with color scaled initial diameter size dependence. E) data from all 4 temperatures smoothed using Equation 5. F) Smoothed data represented as the coefficient of restitution, which is the rebound velocity divided by the impact velocity, log y-axis.

Figure 15e shows that the first transition zone is approximately 150-200 m/s, marked by \( V_{T1} \). This transition area is seen at all temperatures at roughly the same impact velocity. The trends move from a linearly increasing to a slope of nearly zero, until the second transition is reached. \( V_{T2} \), at an impact speed of 525 ± 50 m/s. \( V_{T2} \) can be more easily seen in Figure 15f, a plot of the coefficient of restitution. In the first region, at impact velocities lower than \( V_{T1} \), the rebound speed increases linearly, which would be expected if there was proportional energy absorption by the particle with increasing impact energy. After \( V_{T1} \), the rebound velocity begins to settle for all temperatures around 20 m/s except 300°C, at which it settles at lower rebound velocity of 18 m/s. This change from a linear growth trend marks the ability of the particle to deform plastically absorbing a large fraction of the impact energy. In this region, the rebound velocity is equivalent for a range of impact velocities because the strain rate hardening of the micro particles is enough to overcome additional impact energy.\(^{52}\) The impact energy is absorbed by the particle and dissipated effectively at all temperatures in this impact speed region except 300°C, where the rebound energy is even lower. This implies that the thermal softening caused by the heating at 300°C has a greater effect on the deformation process. This corresponds well with the data presented earlier, where the largest difference in the yield strength and modulus for AA6061 was between 200 and 300°C.\(^{64}\) At this high temperature there is less elastic energy recovered meaning more plastic deformation must be taking place due to the decreased strength caused by thermal softening.
The second transition happens when the majority of the particle experiences plastic deformation and the energy can no longer be absorbed due to the initiation of viscous flow in the material, reducing plastic deformation and increasing the rebound velocities.\textsuperscript{52} There is a good match for this transition at all temperatures, except at 300°C, where it difficult to distinguish. However, this is to be expected due to the material softening at this higher temperature. With the softer material at elevated temperatures, there is a decrease in the energy required to cause the majority of the particle to plastically deform, inflating the impact velocity of \( V_{T_2} \) at 300°C. After \( V_{T_2} \), there are increases in the rebound velocities at all temperatures, however at room temperature the rebound velocity seems to level off again. The increase in rebound velocity after \( V_{T_2} \) is likely due to the particles reaching some maximum deformation based on their respective temperature, with by far the most deformation present above 300°C. Through cross sectional images is Figure 9, this transition is where this is an observable collapse in the grains to the particle, indicating internal viscous flow of the material. By further increasing the impact energy, the rebound energy also increases since the particle cannot absorb more energy after viscous flow has begun.

The \( \alpha \)-LIPIT also provides the ability to capture the particles after they have impacted the sapphire surface to observe their deformed shape. Figure 16 shows various images of particles at different temperatures and impact velocities. It can be seen that at velocities above \( V_{T_1} \) (the first column) less than half of the particle is deformed. At \( V_{T_2} \), about half the particle is deformed, and this begins the next phase where the rebound velocities start to increase again. Above \( V_{T_2} \), the particles develop a lip around the outer
edge at all temperatures, corresponding well with the second transition in impact speed and can be considered an indication of this threshold (Figure 15e).

Figure 16: SEM images of particles after impacting a sapphire surface at various impact velocities and temperatures.

By measuring the initial diameter of the particle and the height of the particle after the collision, the flattening can be calculated \( \Delta D/D_0 \). Figure 17 shows the flattening ratio for particles at all temperatures. A linear increase in the flattening ratio is seen, which correlates well to the conclusion from Xie et al.\(^2\) As expected, with increasing temperature there is increased softening of the material leading to more flattening or deformation at higher temperatures represented by a steeper slope in Figure 17.

Furthermore, Figure 17 shows that at a ratio of 0.5 normalized deformation, the second transition happens, supporting the conclusion previously drawn by Xie et al. and reinforced by these results.
Figure 17: Plot of the flattening ratio or the normalized deformation of particles at various elevated temperatures and impact velocities. The linear trend lines are shown to highlight that the slope is increasing with increasing temperature. This is indicative of increased deformation at increased temperature and impact velocities.

At the second transition velocity, around 600 m/s, the particles the majority of the particle has experienced extreme deformation at all temperatures as indicated by a ratio greater than 0.5 (Figure 17), however past this impact velocity the particles also begin to form a jet region around the outer rim (Figure 16) at the same time the rebound speeds begin to increase again (Figure 15e). The significance of the jet region is explained thoroughly in the literature and is believed to be crucial for bonding. Gangaraj et al. found both experimentally and through simulation that upon impact with a surface at a high enough impact velocity the particles will produce a jet and from that jet, material will be ejected. This α-LIPIT is unable to experimentally observe the material being
ejected, however Figure 18 shows evidence of material loss from the jet region of the particles. The underside of the particles shows a roughened surface, which is indicative of some material being ejected and others being left behind. The surfaces of particles impacted below $V_{T2}$, show a flat and smooth surface. Above $V_{T2}$, like in Figure 18 where there is a jet formed, the surface is roughened. It is known that above $V_{T2}$ the particles experience viscous flow, this could be related to the formation of the jet and its ability to eject material. Figure 18 also shows that with increasing temperature and similar speeds the roughness visually increases, potentially indicating greater material loss. This would be a cause of the dramatic increase in thermal softening above 200℃.

![Image](image_url)

**Figure 18**: A) SEM image of a particle impacted at 200℃ from the side. B) a high magnification of the boxed portion of A, highlighting the roughness of the exposed underside of the outer rim. C) SEM image of a particle impacted at 300℃ from the side. D) a high magnification of the boxed portion of C, highlighting the increased roughness of the exposed underside of the outer rim.

**Discussion**

The results presented display the trends of the rebound velocity as a function of impact velocity (Figure 15), side view SEM images of deformed particles (Figure 16) allow for the measurement of the deformation ratio in Figure 17 of numerous collision
events at various temperatures and impact velocities. This data is aimed at discovering the effect temperature has on the unique HSR deformation that takes place in CS. By having an ideally hard target substrate, sapphire, it can be assumed that the vast majority of deformation happens in the particle, effectively isolating the particle in these collision events. Through observation of the trends presented in Figure 15e, increasing the temperature to 200°C has little effect on the rebound of AA6061 particles impacting a sapphire substrate below $V_{T2}$. However, at 300°C there is a distinct change in the rebound velocity of these particles. This is supported by the nominal decrease in mechanical strength of AA6061 from 23-200°C and the distinct decrease from 200-300°C. Thermal softening and the change in mechanical properties of the micro particles is responsible for the change in rebound energies above 200°C. Furthermore, it can be concluded that the temperature has little effect on the HSR deformation of these micro particles below 200°C. The trends in Figure 15e show that even at elevated temperatures, the second transition velocity still occurs at a deformation ratio of roughly 0.5, supporting the conclusion made by Xie et al. Further study of the particles post-mortem reveal that at this second transition velocity the particles’ inner structure undergoes viscous flow internally and develop a jet region at the rim (Figure 16). Gangaraj et al. found that there was ejection of material at high velocities and from Figure 17, there appears to be evidence of material ejection from the roughness of the exposed under surface of the particle. This roughness increases with increasing impact velocity and increased temperature, eluding to increased thermal softening resulting in increased material ejection. There is likely a connection to the formation of the jet, subsequent ejection of material, onset of internal viscous flow, and the deformation ratio greater than 0.5
observed at all temperatures at $V_{T2}$ of approximately 600 m/s. Whether the phenomena are caused by or simply correlated to each other requires further research, but it is known that all these phenomena happen at $V_{T2}$ and for all temperatures, resulting in an increase in rebound energy. The material ejection phenomenon could further explain the increased rebound velocities occurring after $V_{T2}$. The ejection of material could contribute to increases in rebound velocity due to less mass needed to be moved. With more energy and less mass, the rebound velocity would increase at these high impact velocities. This conclusion would also explain the difference in the trends after $V_{T2}$, at room temperature and elevated temperatures (Figure 15e). The rebound velocities do not increase much with increasing impact velocity after $V_{T2}$ at room temperature but 100 and 200 °C do continue to increase with increasing impact velocity. This could be caused by rises in material loss due to thermal softening. The thermal softening is not as great as it is at 300 °C where there is such a dramatic decrease in the material strength that the rebound energy is much lower. This is caused by much greater amounts of plastic deformation at high temperatures even though there is likely greater material loss. Lastly, it is important to note that the careful observation of AA6061 micro particle collisions with sapphire is an important technique used to calibrate and validate CS simulations (Figure 10).52

**High Temperature Aluminum 6061- Aluminum 6061**

**Results**

With the $\alpha$-LIPIT and the heating chamber, several experiments at elevated temperatures have been performed with AA6061 particles impacting a polished AA6061 substrate. This substrate material presents a more accurate representation of the cold spray process. However, having a substrate of the same material as the impacting particle
will also complicate the system. There will be elastic and plastic deformation in both materials and changes in material properties in both as a result of the temperature increase as opposed to the previous section. Similarly, the rebound velocities for collisions at room temperature (23), 100, 200, and 300°C, can be seen in Figure 19a-d with unique color scaling representative of the slight variations in the initial diameters of individual particles. The scattered data developed from recorded impact and rebound velocities from numerous experiments was smoothed using an unweighted adjacent averaging method (Equation 5). Figure 19e represents the smoothed data, using a range of 20 data points, (r = 10).
Figure 19: Temperature dependent AA6061 micro particle impacts. A,B,C,D) 23, 100, 200, and 300 °C, respectively, with color scaled initial diameter size dependence and the data smoothed using Equation 5. E) data from all 4 temperatures processed. F) Smoothed data represented as the coefficient of restitution, which is the rebound velocity divided by the impact velocity, log y-axis.

**Figure 19e** shows that the first transition zone is approximately 150-200 m/s, marked by $V_{T1}$ for temperatures 23 and 100 °C and approximately 300 m/s for 200 and 300 °C. The trends move from a linearly increasing to a slope of nearly zero, until the second transition is reached. $V_{T2}$, which is again at different impact velocities for higher temperatures. $V_{T2}$ can be more easily seen in **Figure 19f**, a plot of the coefficient of restitution, which again is seen to be different for the higher temperatures, which could be a result of the onset of internal viscous flow at a lower impact energy. In the first region, at impact velocities lower than $V_{T1}$, the rebound speed increases linearly with increasing impact velocity similar to that observed in the sapphire impacts, which would be expected. At room temperature and 100 °C the $V_{T1}$ is much more obvious than at other temperatures. $V_{T1}$ is more complicated to define at 200 and 300 °C, the trend lines at these temperatures transition from linear growth to a different slope of linear growth at
approximately the same impact velocity as the lower temperatures. However, the transition to a zero slope appears to take place at around 400m/s, much higher than the lower temperatures. Furthermore, the rebound velocity at which this zero slope region occurs at higher rebound velocities for elevated temperatures and all AA6061-AA6061 impacts settle at a higher rebound velocity than the sapphire impacts. This is explained by the presence of elastic energy being recovered in not just the particle, as with the sapphire experiments, but also in the ductile substrate. With thermal softening there should be less elastic recovery in collisions at a higher temperature, however that is not the case for elevated temperatures. (Figure 19e). On the contrary, the rebound energy at elevated temperatures are actually higher than at room temperature, with the highest being at 200°C. The decrease in rebound velocity from 200 to 300°C can be attributed to the drastic decrease in thermal softening at this temperature range. At higher temperatures, the second transition happens at a lower impact velocity than the lower temperatures, indicating that there is more flattening as with the sapphire impacts, and easier onset of internal viscous flow which would be expected with greater thermal softening. After this second transition impact velocity, at all temperatures the rebound velocity begins to raise. This must be result of the maximum deformation achieved without bonding and internal viscous flow, because upon inspection of unbonded particle impacting a like-material substrate Gangaraj et al. and this work finds no evidence of jetting or material loss at impact speeds less than the critical velocity. The final observation from Figure 19e is the change in the critical velocity for elevated temperatures. As expected and predicted by Gangaraj et al. the critical velocity decreases at increased temperatures. This is true for all but 100°C which remains the same or slightly increases. The change in critical
velocity as a function of temperature can be seen in Figure 20a along with the predicted critical velocity by Equation 5 presented by Gangaraj et al.

![Figure 20: A) The normalized critical velocity as a function of temperature. In green, the predicted critical velocity from Equation 5. The leading coefficient was changed to 0.165 to account for the different material used and to get the normalized critical velocity to be one at the reference temperature (23°C). In black are the experimental results. B) the dissipated energy as a function of temperature. The dissipated energy was calculated for a particle of diameter 20µm with the rebound energy observed just prior to the critical velocity.][1]

The rate of change of the critical velocity in the experimental data shows a good match to the numerical equation, however at 100°C the calculation and the data differ greatly, altering the predicted critical velocities for higher temperatures. Figure 20b demonstrates a calculation for the dissipated energy of the particles at different temperatures. The dissipated energy is calculated by Equation 6 where \( m \) is the mass and \( V_r \) is the an average of the rebound speeds of unbonded particles with the highest impact velocity. This rebound velocity would represent the amount of energy that must be dissipated in order for bonding to occur. This value would also be indicative of the cohesive energy because it is roughly equivalent to the energy opposing cohesion at this impact velocity.\(^\text{48}\)
There is an increase in amount of energy required to be dissipated with increasing temperature, and at 300℃ this energy returns back to approximately the same as room temperature.  

\[ E = 0.5 \times m \times V_r^2 \]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Lastly, as predicted in Xie et al. and Gangaraj et al. and confirmed by this data, the bonded particles at all temperatures show a distinct jet formation, which is crucial to bonding (Appendix A).

From the data presented in this section several conclusions are drawn that are both supported by previous findings and contrary to what would be expected. The critical or bonding velocity is decreasing with increasing temperature (Figure 19e), however this decrease does not take effect until the temperature is greater than 100℃ after which the rate of change in critical velocity closely resembles that of the equation presented by Gangaraj et al. (Figure 20a). Unexpectedly, the rebound velocities for all temperatures greater than room temperature are much higher. The rebound energies should be less because there should be increases in plastic deformation due to thermal softening, this is seen in the transition between 200 and 300℃ which is also where the largest decrease in strength takes place.  

In Figure 19e, the second transition takes place at a lower impact velocity at higher temperatures. This could be explained by the increased thermal softening present at higher temperatures resulting in a lower impact energy being required to cause internal viscous flow, which previously had been the cause of the second transition.  

Lastly, Figure 20b shows that with increasing temperature the energy required to dissipate for bonding is increasing as a result of the higher rebound velocities, although the critical velocity is decreasing. It would be expected that the bonding energy
would decrease because as the material softens it could become more fluid during a HSR
deformation and material would be jetted and ejected more easily and result in bonding
with less energy being required. However, this is not the case, from the high temperature
experiments the energy required to be dissipated to result in bonding actually increases
with temperature. This energy does decrease from 100 to 300°C (Figure 20b). If thermal
softening at elevated temperatures cannot explain these unpredicted phenomena in
AA6061-AA6061 impacts than there must be other factors contributing to this collision
even not present in the AA6061-sapphire experiments and not predicted by simulations.

Additional Oxide Thickness Results

In order to further understand the variables, present in CS, it is possible to study
the effect that the surface oxide layer has on the particle collision with the α-LIPIT. It has
been widely theorized in the literature that oxide layer plays a significant role in the
bonding process of metallic particle to a metallic surface (Figure 3). This brittle oxide
surface acts as a barrier between the chemically pure internal material in both the particle
and the substrate. Bonding is thought to be governed by the ability of the collision to
remove this oxide barrier and expose the pure material to each other for chemical mixing
and metallurgical bonding. To gain understanding of the effect the temperature has on the
CS collision the temperature was varied and the response was recorded to see how it
changes with the changing variables. Similarly, in order to fully understand the effect of
this oxide layer, we vary its thickness and, using the α-LIPIT, experimentally test the
collision’s response. Figure 20 shows the dynamic response of HSR collision of AA6061
particle onto a surface of AA6061 that has a variable oxide thickness. The oxide
thickness was increased with atomic layer deposition (ALD). The data was smoothed with the same process as previous dynamic response trends.

From the trends, there is a considerable rise in the rebound velocities when there is an increase in the surface oxide thickness. This fits in well to what was previously hypothesized about the effect of this layer.\textsuperscript{71-73} When the surface oxide is increased it becomes more robust, it would then require more energy to break and expose the pure
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\caption{A, B) Additional 10 and 20nm applied to the polished impact surface a AA6061 substrate, respectively, with color scaled initial diameter size dependence and the data smoothed using Equation 5. E) data from both additional thickness experiments and the native oxide thickness (same as room temperature) experiments processed. F) Smoothed data represented as the coefficient of restitution, which is the rebound velocity divided by the impact velocity, log $y$-axis.}
\end{figure}
material. Furthermore, an oxide is more brittle resulting in less plastic deformation. When the particle impacts a surface there is some cohesive energy. When a particle is rebounding from a surface there is also some amount of energy from elastic recovery. The rebound energy will be the difference between these two with the elastic recovery energy forcing the particle in a reverse direction and the cohesive energy keeping the particle on the surface. The cohesive energy will increase as the particle and substrate become more bonded, or there is more interaction between the pure metals. When this energy surpasses the rebounding energy the particle cannot break those bonds to leave the surface, resulting in bonding. (Figure 7). The oxide layer acts as a barrier, decreasing the cohesive energy and increase the energy available for rebounding. This can explain the large increase in rebound velocities observed in Figure 21c. The difference between 10 and 20nm include the appearance of a $V_{T2}$ at 10nm, but when the thickness is increased there seems to be no $V_{T2}$ likely because there is no $V_{T1}$. With 20nm of oxide added to the surface, the rebound energy is constantly increasing as the impact velocity increases. This is representative of the particle and substrates inability to effectively absorb the impact energy as it increases. At 10nm, it is seen to be able to reach a rebound energy threshold from 400 to 650m/s, but it is still much higher than with no additional oxide. The changes in the critical velocity as a function of thickness and the changes in the absorbed energies are shown in Figure 22. The critical velocity also changed as expected, showing a higher impact velocity being required for thicker surface oxide layer. More rebound energy must be absorbed for there to be bonding with thicker oxide layers as well, indicating a larger cohesive force being required to overcome these large rebound forces opposing bonding.
Figure 22: A) The normalized critical velocity as a function of surface oxide thickness. B) the dissipated energy as a function of surface oxide thickness. The dissipated energy was calculated for a particle of diameter 20µm with the rebound energy observed just prior to the critical velocity.

In order to understand the effects, the increased oxide layer had acting as a bonding barrier, cross sectional images of bonded particles to a surface with an additional 20nm of oxide were taken. The cross sectioning is done using xenon plasma focused ion beam milling and shown in Figure 23. Two particles that have bonded to the surface are cross sectioned. Similar grain boundary textures resulting from the internal viscous flow of material can be seen to those of particles bonded with no additional oxide (Figure 11). The grain boundaries in both the particle and substrate have taken on a more compacted and fluid like appearance, indicating viscous fluid-like flow of material during bonding.
Figure 23: A) off normal SEM image of bonded particle \( (V_i=1100\text{m/s}) \) to a AA6061 surface with an additional 20nm oxide surface layer. B) SEM image of the cross section of the particle, performed with FIB milling. C) Magnified region of the interface between the particle and the substrate, highlighting an area of bonding. D-F) Same imaging analysis on a bonded particle with \( V_i=1184\text{m/s} \).

The presence of large interfacial gaps, not seen in particles bonded with no additional substrate, is the most important indication of the effect of the oxide layer. The cross sectional images show that the thicker oxide will in fact act as a barrier when bonding. Furthermore, there will be an attempt to debond the particle from the substrate, represented by the large and wide gap between the particle and substrate. This supports the conclusion derived from simulation by Yildirim et al.\textsuperscript{48} Figure 23c,f also shows a region where metallurgical bonding was successful by removing the oxide and exposing the pure surfaces. These regions of bonding can be found toward the edges of the intercalal region at the surface. This supports the bonding theory widely accepted. The oxide is more easily moved out of the way to expose the pure metals for bonding from the regions closest to the edge. The material is pushed into the jet formed by this highly deformed material, also present in Figure 23a,d. These cross sectional images represent
the current bonding theory presented in Figure 3 well by highlighting regions of bonding and regions of the oxide layer acting as a barrier.

**Discussion**

From the results presented in the previous sections, there were several expected and unexpected phenomena recorded in the experimental data. Expected results were discussed formerly. These are results that were predicted or supported by the data presented in the literature. These included a lower rebound speed for high temperature collisions against a hard substrate (Figure 15e), a critical velocity decrease with increasing temperature (Figure 20a), and increased critical velocity with increased surface oxide film thickness (Figure 22a) to highlight a few. This section will be a discussion of the various results that were not expected from these experiments and will present a potential explanation for them, connecting the high temperature experiments to the additional oxide thickness experimental results.

The results that were not predicted include, first, the higher rebound velocities of collisions of particle on AA6061 observed at elevated temperatures (Figure 20e). Second, the small increase in critical velocity from room temperature to 100°C, when the critical velocity was expected to linearly decrease, which was the case as the temperature increased to 300°C (Figure 20a), however at all elevated temperatures the critical velocity was higher than expected from Equation 5. Lastly, was the increase in bonding energy or cohesive force required at elevated temperatures, which is a result of the higher rebound speeds observed (Figure 20b).

It is widely accepted that increasing the temperature of a ductile metal will result in the thermal softening of the material. This is supported through the literature and
shown in Figure 8. Temperature is also known to have another effect on metals, accelerating an oxidation rate. As discussed aluminum exposed to increased temperature will see an increase in the oxide thickness at the surface of both a substrate and a particle. It was concluded that for an aluminum particle of 10-30µm in diameters, the oxide percentage would not see an increase until the temperature reached over 400°C, which is higher than the experiments performed here. Furthermore, it is important to note that the AA601 micro particles were annealed at 250°C for one hour during synthesis. However, for an aluminum surface exposed to elevated temperature, the oxide surface layer thickness will increase by a few nanometers. This increase showed to be independent of time and proportional to increasing temperature. Although AA6061 is heat treated, during the polishing process of the substrate for the experiments any surface oxide was removed and a new surface was allowed to oxidize, first at room temperature until the experiments were performed and the substrate was exposed to a higher temperature. The experimental results show that there was likely a growth in the oxide layer thickness on the high temperature experiments.

The effect of increasing the oxide thickness on the dynamic response was proven experimentally in Figure 21-23, confirming previously theorized and simulated phenomena. When observing and comparing the results of the intentionally increased oxide thickness, there is observable increases in the rebound and critical velocities, unexpectedly observed in the trends of the high temperature experiments. Increased oxide thickness is a logical explanation for these unanticipated dynamic responses. However, there are predicted responses in the high temperature collisions as well. First, there is a decrease in rebound speed from 200 to 300°C, though still higher than rebound speeds
observed at room temperature. This corresponds well with the dramatic decrease in material strength from 200 to 300°C, which had an observable effect on the sapphire collisions (Figure 15e). Second, there is a decrease in critical velocity at temperatures past 100°C. This also corresponds well with the decreases in material strength of AA6061 presented in Figure 8.

In order to address the thermally increased oxide thickness, the experiments were repeated at 300°C, however a new aluminum substrate was used each time. This was done to see if the oxide growth could be minimized by less time exposed to the high temperatures. Appendix A, shows a graph of the experiments done on a fresh surface with less than one hour exposed to 300°C and the other experimental results, where the substrate was not fresh and the exposure time was not considered. The results appear to have a good match, indicating that the experiments do not show a relationship to the time exposed to heat. If the effects on the dynamic response are caused by thermally grown oxide layer, this shows that the oxide growth that takes place must happen rapidly, and reach some saturated point, where the thickness does not continue to increase. This can be concluded because the experiment shows no relation to the time exposed to heat.

The experimental data presented shows results that were not predicted by the literature. The reason for this is that the effect of the oxide thickness on the dynamic response of HSR collisions was much greater than previously thought. This is highlighted by experiments performed with thicker oxide layers intentionally grown on the impact surface. The effect on the collision dynamics was vast (Figure 21). When collisions were performed at elevated temperatures, there was an increase in the oxide layer thickness brought on by the high temperature environment. However, the effect of a thicker oxide
layer is in direct competition with the thermal softening present at elevated temperatures. The thicker oxide layer will act as a bonding barrier and cause increases in the rebound speed and decreases in the cohesive energy. The increased thermal softening will cause greater plastic deformation resulting in decreased rebound speeds and increased cohesive energy by allowing easier flow of the oxide barrier, increased material ejection, and exposure of pure metal surfaces. At temperatures below 300°C for impacts with an AA6061 substrate the increased oxide thickness seems to dominate. Only the decrease in critical velocity at 200°C expressed a stronger thermal softening effect, showing that perhaps temperature has a greater effect on the critical velocity than the oxide thickness, or that the increase in oxide thickness nominal between 100 and 200°C.\textsuperscript{74} Once past 300°C, where there is the most dramatic decrease in AA6061 strength, thermal softening becomes dominant over the increased oxide thickness, resulting in a lower critical velocity and rebound velocity. This data shows that increases in temperature will effect the material in a HSR impact but not in as linear fashion as predicted.\textsuperscript{83} Furthermore, the effect of the oxide thickness needs to be strongly considered when developing CS models. This data shows that the dynamic response of the HSR impacts are sensitive to the oxide layer thickness, which can be affected by elevated temperatures.
CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION

CS is a field that has been growing for many years, with numerous industries and disciplines involved with the advancement of this promising method of addictive manufacturing. Due to the extreme nature of the plastic deformation fundamental to CS, it has proven to be challenging to observe and understand. There have been several hypotheses as to the underlying material science governing the bonding mechanisms required for the successful implementation of CS. These include mechanical interlocking of the deposited particle layers, adiabatic shear instabilities resulting in both the cracking and extrusion of the surface oxide leading to exposure of pure metals for cohesive bonding, the extreme interfacial temperature rise leading to local melting, and shock wave induced material jet formation.

Recent work by Xie et al. uses the α-LIPIT to simulate the CS process in a far more controlled environment. The α-LIPIT is uniquely advantageous because it allows for single micro particles to be accelerated to velocities similar to those required for CS deposition. In this test, the impact and post collision parameters are able to be observed and accurately measured. Xie et al. performs tests on AA6061 micro particles at various speeds and diameters impacting both sapphire and polished AA6061 substrates at room temperature. Through these impact tests, evidence of bonding hypotheses are provided, such as the presence of local melting and cohesive bonding. Another important result from the α-LIPIT data from AA6061-sapphire impacts is the calibration and validation of the most recent CS simulation, further improving its accuracy by directly comparing the simulated outcomes to those experimentally derived and adjusting model variables to
match the two. This method vastly improves the CS simulation accuracy and reliability of any conclusions drawn from it. This initial demonstration of using the α-LIPIT to mimic the CS process while allowing for accurate characterization of the collision proved to be successful. The small variations in diameter prove to not have a measured impact on the dynamic response in these experiments and is the reason that they are ignored during this work. However, it is clear that other dynamic variables present in CS including temperature, impact angle, and oxide thickness should be studied which is the goal of the work presented above.

In order to further understand the complex CS process, impact parameters are varied through additions to the α-LIPIT system. Elevating the temperature of the collision environment is made possible through the addition of an insulated heating chamber, which allows for the α-LIPIT system to function normally while in use. Initial results are derived using this high-strain-rate impact test to observe the dependence of the CS process on the temperature. When impacting sapphire, the elastic rebound velocity is not effected until a temperature of 300 ℃ is reached. This leads to the hypothesis that, during high strain rate impacts on ideal-hard surfaces, thermal softening does not have a large effect on the particles’ deformation until the temperature surpasses 300℃, which corresponds to a dramatic drop in material strength. This data will add to the calibration of the most current CS simulation.

It is discovered, through observation of the collisions of AA6061 micro particles to a polished AA6061 substrate, that the critical velocity is lowered at elevated temperatures, which was predicted. However, the critical velocity did not lower until the temperature exceeded 100℃. Furthermore, the rebound velocity actually increased rather
than decreasing for temperatures less than 300°C, which remained higher than room temperature experiments as well. These unexpected phenomena are attributed in this work to the increases in oxide layer thickness with increasing temperature. In order to understand the effect the thickness of the oxide layer has on the dynamic response of CS particles, α-LIPIT was performed on substrates with intentionally increased oxide layer thicknesses. It is discovered that there is an increase in the rebound and critical velocity when the oxide layer thickness increases. This is to be expected based on the previously theorized bonding phenomenon and the surface oxides role as a bonding barrier. Study of the cross sectional area of bonded particles show that, even at high impact velocities, there are large amounts of unbonded areas, which is likely a result of the collisions inability to remove the thicker oxide layer.

The dynamic response of the α-LIPIT experiments with increased oxide thickness support the hypothesis that the oxide thickness is the cause of unpredicted dynamic responses in the elevated temperature experiments. This indicates that the oxide thickness must have a larger effect on the dynamic response of CS particles than previously thought. The effect of increased temperature must be connected to the effect of increased surface oxide thickness when attempting to understand the real phenomena in this extreme collision event because even slight increases in the oxide thickness have an impact on the dynamic response and the bonding capabilities of particles. The experimental data presented here can be used to bolster current simulation techniques in order to gain further understanding of the widely unknown and contested governing material science in cold spray.
APPENDIX A

FIGURES

Figure A1: Pressure fluctuations as a function of time for simulated copper particles impacting a copper substrate at a velocity of 600 m/s. The four stages discussed are defined.\textsuperscript{33}
Figure A2: Oxide film thickness (d) grown on fresh pure aluminum as a function of time at different temperatures in a low oxygen environment (10^{-4} Pa). B. an inset of the lower region of A.\textsuperscript{70}

Figure A3: Percentage of aluminum oxide in aluminum particles of two different diameters as a function of increasing temperature.\textsuperscript{74}
Figure A4: Deformation of 10µm diameter copper particles impacting a copper substrate at A) 298K and a critical velocity of 550m/s and B) 563K and a critical velocity of 475m/s. Particles at higher temperatures have more deformation and less penetration. C) with increasing initial particle temperature the critical velocity decreases in a manner that can be reasonably fitted with a square root relation that disappears at the melting point, Equation 4.83
Figure A5: SEM images of bonded AA6061 particles to an AA6061 substrate at varying temperatures. The particles all show the presence of the jet region on the outer edge.
Figure A6: Plot of the rebound velocities as a function of impact velocity for particles impacting an AA6061 substrate at 300°C. In red, are particles without consideration of the time the substrate was exposed to the high temperature, it is predicted that this time is between 2-10 hours. In blue, is experiments performed on a substrate that was exposed to the heat for less than 1 hour.
### Table B1: Values of components and common material properties of AA6061.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>AA6061</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>General</strong></td>
<td>Density (g/cc)</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brinell Hardness</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ultimate Tensile Strength (MPa)</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yield Strength (MPa)</td>
<td>276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modulus of Elasticity (GPa)</td>
<td>68.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poisson’s Ratio</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shear Modulus (GPa)</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shear Strength (MPa)</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Thermal</strong></td>
<td>Specific Heat (J/g C)</td>
<td>896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Melting Temperature (°C)</td>
<td>582-651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thermal Conductivity (W/m K)</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Component Elements (%)</strong></td>
<td>Aluminum</td>
<td>95.8-98.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chromium</td>
<td>0.04-0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Copper</td>
<td>0.15-0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Iron</td>
<td>0-0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Magnesium</td>
<td>0.8-1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manganese</td>
<td>0-0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Silicon</td>
<td>0.4-0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Titanium</td>
<td>0-0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zinc</td>
<td>0-0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0-0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B2: Material properties (at 293K) used in the model and optimized equation variables.\textsuperscript{52}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>AA6061</th>
<th>Sapphire</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>General</strong></td>
<td>Density (kg/m\textsuperscript{3})</td>
<td>2,700</td>
<td>3,980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Specific heat (J/kg K)</td>
<td>1,009</td>
<td>755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thermal conductivity (W/m K)</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thermal expansion (10\textsuperscript{-6}/K)</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Melting temperature (K)</td>
<td>925</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inelastic heat fraction</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maximum tensile stress (MPa)</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elastic</strong></td>
<td>Elastic modulus (GPa)</td>
<td>69.11</td>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poison's ratio</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>0.231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Material failure</strong></td>
<td>Failure strain</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cohesion</strong></td>
<td>Cohesive bond energy (J/m\textsuperscript{2})</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plastic</strong> (Johnson-Cook plasticity model)</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>154.3</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C\textsubscript{1}</td>
<td>2\times10\textsuperscript{-3}</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>29\times10\textsuperscript{-3}</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>m (temperature exponent)</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>\delta\textsubscript{C}</td>
<td>597.2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reference strain rate (s\textsuperscript{-1})</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reference temperature (K)</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B3: Material data used in simulations.\textsuperscript{83}
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>Ta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density (kg/m$^3$)</td>
<td>8960</td>
<td>8908</td>
<td>2700</td>
<td>16690</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific heat (J/kg K)</td>
<td>384.6</td>
<td>444.2</td>
<td>896.9</td>
<td>140.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melting temperature (K)</td>
<td>1357</td>
<td>1728</td>
<td>933</td>
<td>3290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat of Fusion (kJ/kg)</td>
<td>208.7</td>
<td>297.8</td>
<td>396.9</td>
<td>202.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conductivity (W/m K)</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>90.9</td>
<td>237</td>
<td>57.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shear Modulus (GPa)</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson's ratio</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk Modulus (GPa)</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_0$ (m/s)</td>
<td>3952.8</td>
<td>4495.2</td>
<td>5305.5</td>
<td>3461.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s$</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.339</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Gamma_0$</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta$ (MPa)</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>148.4</td>
<td>684.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$ (MPa)</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>648</td>
<td>345.5</td>
<td>205.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$n$</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.183</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m$</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.895</td>
<td>0.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\epsilon_0$ (s$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{ref}$ (K)</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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